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In a VUCA world where knowledge has become strategic and competences dynamic or even
perishable, the question of meaningful learning has gained importance. Despite that many
constituents carefully develop and fine-tune their educational value propositions, there is not
always a fit between what is being learnt and what is needed for the future. Since the future
is highly volatile and thus what is needed somewhat unpredictable, the urge to learn how to
learn but also to integrate new content and competences into the own knowledge becomes
greater. In this call for submissions we focus on the following challenges during different
phases of a professional career.
Submissions of onboarding challenges for new hires could for instance focus on:
•

•

•
•

What kind of onboarding practices do companies, their academies or corporate
universities, develop to lower the context specific knowledge gaps between what is
being learned at schools and what is needed at the workplace?
What kind of (joint) initiatives are being taken by traditional educational organisations
(VET, universities (of applied sciences….) and for-profit organisations to lower the
knowledge gap of students close to the labor market?
Are companies open to learn (newer theories) from new employees or are they trying
to fit “pieces” into their “puzzle”?
….

Submissions of talent management and offboarding challenges of staff could for instance
focus on:
•

•

•

Talent management from the perspective of the for-profit organisation?: When is it
meaningful to retain staff and invest in learning with partially obsolete knowledge?
When is it more meaningful to invest in outplacement?
Offboarding from the perspective of the for-profit organisations?: how to learn, absorb
and retain knowledge of key staff with a clear intention to leave the
organisation/workplace?
Do companies use similar strategies for on- and offboarding processes, especially with
regard to knowledge management? Do they focus on one of the programs, i. e.
support new employees more and rather neglect offboarding employees?
…..

Please note that while this call is mainly aimed for for-profit organisations, we are open for
contributions from educational organisations as long as you concentrate on the workplace
and/or organisational aspects of meaningful learning within the employee lifetime cycle.
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